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Peer Baneke says
goodbye
 
Dear colleagues and friends,

Last Autumn ECRE decided that in
order advocate more effectively at
the European level, the position of
General Secretary should move to
Brussels.

After due consideration I have decided
to stay in Britain, which has become
a true home to my family and myself.
In my eight years with ECRE we have
faced set backs, such as the
externalisation of border
management, and the increased use
of detention, however, we have also
seen successes such as Tampere.
We have been able to help strengthen

wider Europe and expanded ECRE’s
programmes in these areas. These
successes were achieved through the
cooperation of a tremendously
capable and committed ECRE staff,
and ECRE member organisations
throughout Europe. I am privileged to
have been part of that. Seeing all those
involved in ECRE pull together to
increase the momentum for
enhancing refugee protection, as
demonstrated at the BGM in Glasgow,
makes it a little less hard for me to
leave ECRE.
 
With many thanks and the warmest

regards,

 

Dublin II is
advocacy focus
for 2006
ECRE has decided on aspects of
Dublin II as a common advocacy
theme for 2006. The proposed
European Commission review of the
Regulation makes 2006 an
exceptional time to raise ECRE’s
concerns up the agenda. Member
organisations are invited to engeage
in advocacy work at all levels to
make sure ECRE’s voice is heard
throughout Europe. Email

info@ecre.org for more details.
 

Peer speaks at Way Forward

launch

refugee assisting organisations in the

ECRE launches
Agenda for
Change

ECRE launched its flagship policy

agenda The Way Forward: Agenda

for Change at a drinks reception at

the European Parliament on 26th

April. The event was well attended

with over 70 delegates including

representatives from UNHCR, the

European Commission, European

Parliament and a number of MEPs

being present. The event was

hosted by Jean Lambert MEP who

along with Peer Baneke, Judith

Kumin (UNHCR Regional

Representative) and Jean-Louis de

Brouwer (Head of the Asylum and

Immigration Unit at the European

Commission) gave a short speech.

All speakers looked to the future in

refugee policy, emphasising the

importance of the new role of the

Parliament. They acknowledged the

important role of ECRE and the

agenda for change as a tool for

influencing policy makers.

The Way Forward: Agenda for

Change calls on European

countries to put human rights at the

centre of refugee and asylum policy

and ensure that personal respect is

guaranteed. It forms an introduction

to ECRE’s key Way Forward policy

papers on resettlement, protection

in regions of origin, asylum

systems, integration and return.



Integration
network focuses
on Introduction
Programmes

The INTI funded NGO Network of

Integration Focal Points held its

second seminar from the 31st of

March to the 1st of April in Vienna. The

theme of the seminar was

“Introduction Programmes for Third-

country nationals”. Participants

discussed good and bad

experiences of Introduction

Programmes. Recommendations

from this seminar will be available for

the final seminar of the project

“Creating a Welcoming Society”, 22-

24 June in Brussels. The 23rd of

June will be an open conference

where the project results will be

presented to policy makers and

integration practitioners.

 
 

ELENA course
on EU
Qualification
Directive
 
The Elena course “Subsidiary
Protection, the EU and International
Human Rights Law” was held in
Berlin from 9-12 February. The
course provided an in-depth
examination of the EU Qualification
Directive and its transposition into
national law, as well as an analysis
of protection against forced removal
under international human rights

law. The 143 participants were able
to share information on practices in
their own states. One participant
commented: ‘I always find ELENA
courses highly rewarding both in
terms of subject matter and as an
opportunity to develop contacts
around Europe’

RCO
representatives
attend Way
Forward Launch

Seven RCO representatives

attended the launch of ECRE’s Way

Forward publication in the European

Parliament in April. The refugees

from Austria, Finland, Germany,

Belgium, France, Greece and the UK

met at ECRE’s Brussels office in

advance of the launch to further

discussions on establishing a

European network of refugee

community organisations. The

network will enable those working at

the grassroots level with asylum

seekers and refugees to promote

their concerns and

recommendations on EU asylum

policy to key decision makers in

Brussels.

ECRE reinforces
SE Europe
network

ECRE’s South East Europe Project,

will focus on developing the skills

capacity of regional refugee

assisting NGOs. The project will run

until December 2007. Its opening

Policy and Advocacy Assessment

Meeting (PAAM) took place in early

May in Zagreb, Croatia, where all

regional partners met to discuss and

agree the objectives, activities,

methods and desired outcomes of

the project. In the long term this will

hopefully facilitate the overall

effectiveness of their national and

regional networks and help them

establish their place in the wider

ECRE pan European network with a

future view to EU integration.

Media Officer Meeting Brussels
ECRE is inviting media / communication / press officers, or members of
staff who are interested in doing more media work, to a meeting in
Brussels on Thursday 13th July. The aim is to share experiences and
expertise of working with the media in the field of refugees and asylum
seekers, to think about ECRE’s relationship with their work, and to talk
about ways that we can work together. 

 The deadline for confirming attendance is Friday 9th June. To register,
for more information, or for a draft agenda email Alice Kennedy, Refugee

Stories Media Officer  (akennedy@ecre.org), or call on +32 2 234 3801.



Winners of the Journalism award

line up with judges

Student journalist
award

On the 18th of April at an awards

ceremony in the European Parliament,

the Jesuit Refugee Service and ECRE

announced the winners of a pan

European competition for student

journalists.

The winners,

chosen from entries

from 12 European

countries were

Kasper Tveden

Jensen, for his

article ‘Suicidal

Silence’; Hélène

Hofman, for her

article ‘Waiting to Check Out’; and

Kirsty Whalley, for her article

‘Destitute Zimbabwean Asylum

Seekers Stuck in Limbo in the

United Kingdom’. Kasper Tveden

Jensen the winner of the first prize

will be invited this summer to

Kakuma Refugee Camp in Kenya,

as the guest of JRS Eastern Africa.

ECRE work sadly
necessary

Kirsty Whalley, winner of the 3rd prize

in Jesuit Refugee Service competition,

addressed the climate of uncertainty

and destitution that is widespread

among failed and detained asylum

seekers in Britain.

 

Kirsty could not attend the award

ceremony in Brussels in April due to

problems renewing her Zimbabwean

passport. She received her prize at
ECRE London office on 9 May. She

was motivated to write her article as a

response to the situation of

Zimbabweans in the UK, which

“seems increasingly desperate

considering the worsening situation

back in the country and the UK

government’s indecision on whether

or not to start deporting failed asylum

seekers back to Zimbabwe”.

In Kirsty’s opinion, the work that

organisations such as ECRE do is

“sadly necessary and incredibly

important” as it is essential to

ensure that refugees “are treated in

a fair and humane manner”.

 
Eastern Europe
media workshop
On 15 -17 March in Kyiv ECRE ran a

regional workshop on the theme of

“Promoting positive images of

refugees in the Media”.  Speakers

included Forward Maisokwadzo from

Refugees and Media Project and

Exiled Journalists’ Network; and

Timur Aliev, a journalist with the

Chechen Society Newspaper,

Institute of War and Peace

Reporting. Themes included:

Strategic communications –

preparing for interviews on camera

with practical examples and

discussion, and combating

stereotypes and myths about

asylum seekers and refugees.

Feedback on this course was very

ECRE launches
Refugee Stories
Project
The Refugee Stories Project
currently being realised by the
ECRE secretariat and 13 partner
organisations is gathering
testimonies from asylum seekers
and refugees of their experience of
seeking asylum and settling in the
EU. A selection will be developed
into case studies illustrating the
impact of  certain EU measures on
individuals seeking safety in
Europe.

As the next phase of harmonisation
of EU asylum policy gets underway,
ECRE will use the case studies to
influence decision makers and to
promote a more balanced debate

on asylum in the media.

Any ECRE member who wishes to

contribute material/experiences to

this project please contact ECRE’s

new media officer, Alice Kennedy

akennedy@ecre.be

positive, with many participants

saying they learned a lot about
presenting the core aims of their
organisations in a media-friendly
way.
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 Donate to ECRE

 Find out more about
       ECRE internships

 Find out more about
       membership

Please return this form and
any donations to: ECRE,
103 Worship Street, London
EC2A 2DF, UK

Your financial support will help

ECRE protect the rights of refugees

and asylum seekers in Europe.

ECRE welcomes support from all

funders, particularly individual

donors who allow it to retain its

vigour and indindpendence.

  Support ECRE

New ECRE
Publications

Way Forward Agenda

This Agenda for Change,
based on a series of Way
Forward papers published in
2005 was presented at the
European Parliament on 26
April 2006. It calls on
European countries to put
human rights and respect at
the core of their policies and
start sharing responsibility for

refugees.

Updated Guidelines on the
Treatment of Iraqi Asylum
Seekers and Refugees in
Europe

Staff Update

ECRE welcomes Alice Kennedy as
Media Officer for the Refugee
Stories Project. Alice joins ECRE
from JRS Europe, where she was
working as a media intern.

We are pleased to welcome Masha
Perovich as part-time South-East
Europe Project Officer and
Christiane Wirth-Forsberg as part-
time Integration Officer.

ECRE says goodbye to Julie
Churchill (Policy and Advocacy
Administrator), Christine Bacon (PA
General Secretary) and Margita
Serdelova (Accounts Assistant).

Current interns are: Jess Bowring
and Ksenia Glebova (Information),
Deborah Nash and Imke Van der
Zwan (EU), Jodie Jones (Legal) and

International
Introductory Course
on Refugee and
Asylum Law

The next ELENA course will
take place from 7-10
September 2006 at Hotel
Balkan, Belgrade, Serbia.
For further info: contact
shuber@ecre.org

Lucie Tripon (Policy).

In this updated version of the

Guidelines on the treatment of

Iraqi Asylum Seekers and

Refugees in Europe ECRE

notes with concern that Iraqi

asylum seekers are being

returned from some parts of

Europe despite widespread

recognition that conditions are

unsafe across the whole of

Iraq. It urges European states

not to return Iraqis to Iraq or

other countries in the region

unless a person expresses a

strong desire to return

voluntarily and has access to

accurate information on

conditions in their home area.

Report on the Application
of the Dublin II Agenda in
Europe

After conducting research in 20

European countries,

ECRE calls for a major overhaul of

the Dublin II system. This system

places EU states in conflict with their

obligations under international law

by failing to guarantee against chain

refoulement. It splits families and

causes misery to some of the most

vulnerable persons seeking

protection in Europe. Now is the time

to start considering the development

of an alternative system under which

the EU shares responsibility for its

refugees more fairly and effectively.


